Trees have
Recall
45%
Correct
Administered

► Revised to parallel processes involved in
word learning
► Repeated sentence final word with nonword
► Included visual scene with a novel object to provide a base for young children

Children are introduced to two characters
Jane = Male voice
Sue = Female voice

Children are introduced to two characters
Jane = Male voice
Sue = Female voice

Step 1: Yes-No Question
Bambi is walking on the road
Was that right?

Step 2: Recall of the last word
The child is painting the...
Is that right?

Step 3: Complete Task
Elmo is riding the... Was that right?

Summary
Nonword Repetition (Munson, Edwards, & Beckman, 2005)
Con-train advantage for children with PD
Word Learning (Storkel, 2004)
• Rare-sparse advantage for children with PD
NonLPT
• More complex processing measure may be more sensitive in identifying subtle

differences in word learning
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